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Abstract
We comment on the definition of C-spaces in [D.F. Addis, J.H. Gresham, A class of infinite-dimensional spaces. Part I: Di-
mension theory and Alexandroff’s Problem, Fund. Math. 101 (1978) 195–205] and [W.E. Haver, A covering property for metric
spaces, in: Topology Conference at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 1973, in: Lecture Notes in Math., vol. 375, 1974, pp. 108–113].
Furthermore we introduce two types of ‘finite’ C-spaces one of which gives an internal characterization of all spaces having a
metrizable compactification satisfying property C. We also introduce a transfinite dimension function for those finite C-spaces.
Several questions arise that are related to Alexandrov’s problem.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction: All spaces are separable and metrizable
In [10] W. Haver defined property C for metric spaces and applied it in the theory of ANR’s. D.F. Addis and
J.H. Gresham in [1] reformulated Haver’s definition for general topological spaces. They also developed quite an
interesting dimension theory for C-spaces.
Before we give both definitions we suggest the following notations: When U and V are two families of subsets of a
space X, then V < U abbreviates that for each V ∈ V there exists some U ∈ U with V ⊂ U . For a family of subsets V
of a metric space (X,d) we put meshdV = sup{d(x, y): x, y ∈ V,V ∈ V}.
0.1. Definition. [10] A space X is called a C-space in the sense of Haver, abbreviated C-Ha, iff there exists an
admissible metric d on X such that for every sequence {εi}i=1,2,..., εi > 0, there exist disjoint open families Vi ,
i = 1,2, . . . , such that X =⋃i=1,2,... Vi and meshdVi < εi for each i = 1,2, . . . .
0.2. Definition. [1] A space X is called a C-space iff for every sequence of open covers Ui , i = 1,2, . . . , there exist
disjoint open families Vi , i = 1,2, . . . , such that X =⋃i=1,2,... Vi and Vi < Ui for each i = 1,2, . . . .
Let us introduce some other well-known concepts of infinite dimension theory:
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w.i.d. (S-w.i.d.), when for every sequence {(Ai,Bi)}i=1,2,... of pairs of disjoint closed sets in X there exist open sets Oi ,
i = 1,2, . . . , such that Ai ⊂ Oi ⊂ O¯i ⊂ X − Bi and⋂i=1,2,...,∞ Fr Oi = ∅ (⋂i=1,2,...,n Fr Oi = ∅ for some n).
0.4. Definition. A space X is called countable dimensional, abbreviated c.d., when X = ⋃n=1,2,... Xn with
dimXn < ∞ for every n.
0.5. Definition. Let X be a space and let α be an ordinal number. Then we define
indX = −1 iff X = ∅,
indX  α iff for every point x in X and every nbd U of x we can find an open
set O in X such that x ∈ O ⊂ O¯ ⊂ U and ind FrO < α.
If for some ordinal number α, indX  α holds, then we say that X has small transfinite dimension or ind.
0.6. Definition. Let X be a space and let α be an ordinal number. Then we define
IndX = −1 iff X = ∅,
IndX  α iff for every pair (A,B) of disjoint closed sets in X we can find an
open set O in X such that A ⊂ O ⊂ O¯ ⊂ X − B and Ind FrO < α.
If for some ordinal number α, IndX  α holds, then we say that X has large transfinite dimension or Ind.
In [1] it was proved that the notion of a C-space lies ‘in between’ c.d. and A-w.i.d.
0.7. Theorem. [1]
(1) Every c.d. space is a C-space.
(2) Every C-space is A-w.i.d.
0.8. Example. [13] There exists a completely metrizable space Y such that
(a) Y is totally disconnected.
(b) Y is not A-w.i.d.
Since Y is complete it admits a metric compactification cY such that
(c) cY − Y consists of countably many finite-dimensional compact subsets.
Moreover,
(d) cY is A-w.i.d., and
(e) cY is not c.d.
This example consequently solves the problem posed by P.S. Alexandrov whether the notions A-w.i.d.space and
c.d. coincide in the negative. Pol’s example has also many consequences for the theory of C-spaces. First, it was shown
in [9] that cY is a C-space. Consequently, the reverse of Theorem 0.7(1) is not true. However the following question
remained open.
0.9. Question. [1] Is every A-w.i.d. space a C-space?
This question will play an important role in this paper. Several questions will be posed which shed light on the
above problem in certain particular cases which recently in [5] led to the answer on this question in the negative.
A second consequence of R.Pol’s quite famous example lies in the relation between the two Definitions 0.1 and 0.2
of the property C. Clearly, each C-space is a C-space in the sense of Haver and Lebesque’s covering theorem [6,
4.3.31], yields that in the compact case both versions coincide. However, from Theorem 0.7(2) we obtain that Y is not
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in the sense of Haver. Consequently, we see that the ‘reformulation’ of Haver’s definition as done in [1] restricts the
class of C-spaces.
1. A compactification theorem
Let us introduce the following ‘finite’ version of Haver’s definition:
1.1. Definition. [10] A space X is called a finite C-space in the sense of Haver, abbreviated finite C-Ha, iff there
exists an admissible metric d on X such that for every sequence {εi}i=1,2,..., εi > 0, there exist disjoint open families
Vi , i = 1, . . . , n, such that X =⋃i=1,...,n Vi and meshdVi < εi for each i = 1, . . . , n.
In this section we will prove
1.2. Theorem. For a space X the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is finite C-Ha,
(2) X admits a metric compactification cX such that cX is a C-space.
First, we give a proposition which can be easily checked by the reader. Again we note that for compact spaces the
notions C and C-Ha coincide.
1.3. Proposition. Let X be a compact space. Then X is a C-space iff X is finite C-Ha.
One can see almost instantly:
1.4. Proposition. Every subspace of a finite C-Ha space is again finite C-Ha.
When X is a subspace of a metric space (Y, d), r is a positive real number and V is a collection of open sets in
X we put for each V ∈ V: V d =⋃{Bd(x, ε/2): x ∈ X,Bd(x, ε) ∩ X ⊂ V } and V dr =⋃{Bd(x, ε/2): x ∈ X,ε 
r,Bd(x, ε) ∩ X ⊂ V }. Here Bd(x, ε) = {y ∈ Y : d(x, y) < ε}.
In addition we put Vd = {V d : V ∈ V} and Vdr = {V dr : V ∈ V}. The following lemmas are easily checked:
1.5. Lemma. Let X be a subspace of a metric space (Y, d), V be a collection of open sets in X and r > 0. Then
meshd(Vdr )meshd(Vd) + r .
1.6. Lemma. Let X be a subspace of a metric space (Y, d), V be a disjoint collection of open sets in X and r > 0.
Then Vd and Vdr are disjoint collections of open sets in Y .
1.7. Theorem. Let X be finite C-Ha. Then X can be embedded in a completely metrizable space Y which is also finite
C-Ha.
Proof. Let d be an admissible metric on X as in Definition 1.1. Then (X,d) is isometric to a subspace of a complete
metric (Z,d) [6, 4.3.14]. We may consider X as a subspace of Z. Now put
A =
{
σ ⊂ ω: σ finite and there exist disjoint open families Vσi in X for i ∈ σ such that
X =
⋃
i∈σ
Vσi and meshdV
σ
i < 1/i
}
.
For each σ ∈ A fix the families Vσi , i ∈ σ , as in the definition of A. Put Y =
⋂
σ∈A(
⋃
i∈σ (Vσi )
d
1/i).
Clearly, X ⊂ Y . Since Y is a Gδ-subset of Z,Y is a completely metrizable space.
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ji+1 > ji and 1/ji < εi for i = 1,2, . . . . Since X is finite C-Ha there exist disjoint open families Wi , i = 1, . . . , n, for
some n such that X =⋃i=1,...,n Wi and meshdWi < 1/2ji for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then σ = {2j1, . . . ,2jn} ∈ A. Now
we may put Vi = (V σ2ji )d1/2ji ∩ Y for i = 1, . . . , n. For each i  n, by Lemma 1.6, Vi is a disjoint open family in Y and
by Lemma 1.5 meshdVi < 1/ji < εi . By our choice of Y we have Y =⋃i=1,...,n Vi . 
1.8. Theorem. Let X be a complete space such that every compact subspace M of X is a C-space. Then X admits a
compactification cX which is also a C-space.
Proof. The space X has a compact (metrizable) extension cX such that the remainder dX = cX − X is c.d. (see
[16,12]). We prove that cX is C-Ha. Let d be an admissible metric on cX. Let {εi}i=1,2,... be a sequence of positive
real numbers. By Theorem 0.7(1) the subspace dX is a C-space. Consequently, for let {εi}i=2,4,... we can find disjoint
open families Wi , i = 2,4, . . . , in dX such that dX =⋃i=2,4,... Wi and meshdWi < εi/2. Put Vi = (Wi )dεi/2 for
i = 2,4, . . . . Then each Vi is a disjoint open family in cX and meshdVi < εi for i = 2,4, . . . . (Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6).
Moreover, dX ⊂ (⋃i=2,4,... Vi ). Now put M = cX − (⋃i=2,4,... Vi ). Then M is a compact subspace of X so that
by our assumptions on XM is a C-space and also C-Ha. If we follow the same procedure with M and {εi}i=1,3,...
as we did with dX and {εi}i=2,4,... we obtain open disjoint collections Vi , i = 1,3, . . . , with meshdVi < εi and
M ⊂ (⋃i=1,3,... Vi ). Consequently, cX ⊂ (⋃i=1,2,... Vi ). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (1) ⇐ (2) Apply Propositions 1.3 and 1.4.
(1) ⇒ (2) According to Theorem 1.7 the space X has a completion Y which is also finite C-Ha. By Propositions 1.3
and 1.4 every compact subspace M of Y is a C-space. Then by Theorem 1.8 we are done. 
In [11] it is announced, see also [12,9], that a space X has a countable dimensional metric compactification iff
X has small transfinite dimension. Also for w.i.d. spaces such a theorem exists. For this the following concept is
introduced:
1.9. Definition. [2] A space X is called small weakly infinite-dimensional, abbreviated small w.i.d., iff there exists a
base B of X such that for every sequence {(Ai,Bi)}i=1,2,..., where Ai,Bi are closures of finite unions of elements of B
and disjoint, there exist open sets Oi , i = 1,2, . . . , in X such that Ai ⊂ Oi ⊂ O¯i ⊂ X −Bi and⋂i=1,2,...,n Fr Oi = ∅
for some n.
In [2] it is proved that a space X has a w.i.d. metric compactification iff X is small w.i.d. Now Theorems 0.7 and
1.2 yield:
1.10. Theorem.
(1) Every space having small transfinite dimension is finite C-Ha;
(2) When a space is finite C-Ha then it is small w.i.d.
So we see that finite C-Ha lies ‘in between’ small transfinite dimensionality and small w.i.d..
The space Kω , consisting of all points in the Hilbert cube Iω having only finitely many coordinates different from
zero, allows no w.i.d. metric compactification (see [11]). According to Theorems 0.7 and 1.2, Kω is a C-space, but Kω
is not finite C-Ha.
2. σ -totally disconnected spaces
In this section we will introduce σ -totally disconnected spaces. This notion immediately raises several interesting
questions.
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of x such that y /∈ U and FrU = ∅. In addition, if X =⋃n=1,2,... Xn where each Xn is totally disconnected (and a
Gδ-subset of X) then we call X (strongly) σ -totally disconnected.
2.2. Theorem. Every countable dimensional space is strongly σ -totally disconnected.
Proof. According to the decomposition-theorem [7, 1.5.8], X =⋃n=1,2,... Xn where each dimXn  0 for each n.
Without loss of generality we may assume that Xn is Gδ in X [7, 1.2.14]. Since clearly each zero-dimensional space
is totally disconnected we are done. 
2.3. Example. Let us consider the spaces Y and cY of Example 0.8. Then Y is a totally disconnected Gδ subset
of cY . The remainder cY −Y consists of countably many finite-dimensional compacta Fi . By Theorem 2.2 each Fi is
strongly σ -totally disconnected. Consequently, cY is strongly σ -totally disconnected. However, cY is not countable
dimensional (Example 0.8(e)).
2.4. Theorem. Every complete strongly σ -totally disconnected space is (finite) C-Ha.
Proof. Let X =⋃n=1,2,... Xn where each Xn is totally disconnected and Gδ-subset of X. Every compact subspace of
each Xn is zero-dimensional [7, 1.4.5.]. Hence by Theorem 1.8 Xn is C-Ha. Consequently, X is C-Ha by the countable
sum theorem [10]. Again, by Theorems 1.8 and 1.2 X is also finite C-Ha. 
We see that at least for complete spaces the notion of strongly σ -totally disconnectedness lies in between countable
dimensionality and C-Ha. In fact it lies in between spaces having small transfinite dimension and finite C-Ha for
complete spaces. We have the following open questions:
2.5. Question. Is every (strongly) σ -totally disconnected space C-Ha?
2.6. Question. Is every C-Ha space also (strongly) σ -totally disconnected space?
2.7. Question. Are the conditions strongly σ -totally disconnected and σ -totally disconnected equivalent?
3. Finite C-spaces
In the preceding sections we defined a finite version of Haver’s concept. Now we study the analogous finite version
of the definition of C-spaces in [1]. We will see that spaces having this property much behave like S-w.i.d. spaces and
spaces having Ind.
3.1. Definition. [1] A space X is called a finite C-space iff for every sequence of finite open covers Ui , i = 1,2, . . . ,
there exist disjoint open families Vi , i = 1, . . . , n, such that X =⋃i=1,...,n Vi and Vi < Ui for each i = 1, . . . , n.
We will prove that in above definition it does not matter whether the covers Ui are finite or not. However, outside
the class of metric spaces this definition is much easier to deal with.
3.2. Theorem. Every finite C-space is S-w.i.d.
Proof. The proof is quite analogue to that of Theorem 0.7(2). 
3.3. Definition. A space X satisfies condition K iff there is some compact subset M of X such that for every closed
set F disjoint from M we have dimF is finite.
The following results are well-known in infinite dimension theory:
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3.5. Theorem. [8] A space X has large transfinite dimension iff X is c.d. with condition K .
We will prove an analogue theorem for C-spaces. First, we prove the following lemmas.
3.6. Lemma. Let X be a space and let M be a subspace of X. Moreover, let U be an open cover of X and let W
be a disjoint open family relative to M such that W < U. Then there exists a disjoint open family V in X such that
W < V < U.
Proof. Let U(W) ∈ U be such that W ⊂ U(W). Then V = {Wd ∩ U(W): W ∈ W} will suffice, where d is an admis-
sible metric on the space X. 
3.7. Lemma. Let X be a space and let F be a subspace of X such that dimF  m. Then for each sequence of
open covers Ui , i = 1, . . . ,m + 1, of X there exist disjoint open families Vi , i = 1, . . . ,m + 1, in X, such that F ⊂⋃
i=1,...,m+1 Vi and Vi < Ui for each i = 1, . . . ,m + 1.
Proof. By [1, Proposition 2.12] there exist Wi , i = 1, . . . ,m+ 1, of such that each Wi is an open disjoint family in F
and F =⋃i=1,...,m+1 Wi and Wi < Ui for each i = 1, . . . ,m + 1. Then according to Lemma 3.6 we can find disjoint
open families Vi , i = 1, . . . ,m + 1, such that Wi < Vi < Ui . Consequently, F ⊂⋃i=1,...,m+1 Vi . 
3.8. Theorem. For a space X the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is a finite C-space;
(2) for every sequence of open covers Ui , i = 1,2, . . . , there exist disjoint open families Vi , i = 1, . . . , n, such that
X =⋃i=1,...,n Vi and Vi < Ui for each i = 1, . . . , n;
(3) X is a C-space satisfying condition K .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) According to Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 X satisfies condition K . Let M be as in Definition 3.3. Now let
Ui , i = 1,2, . . . , be a sequence of open covers in X. For each i let U′i be an open cover of X such that U′i < Ui and
only finitely elements of U′i intersect M . Then according to (1) and Lemma 3.6 we can find disjoint open families Vi ,
i = 1, . . . , n, such that M ⊂ (⋃i=1,...,n Vi ) and Vi < U′i < Ui for each i = 1, . . . , n.
By our choice of M , for F = X − (⋃i=1,...,n Vi ) we have dimF m for some finite m. Consequently, by Lemma
3.7 disjoint open families Vi , i = n + 1, . . . , n + m + 1, such that F ⊂ (⋃i=m+1,...,n+m+1 Vi ) and Vi < Ui for each
i = n + 1, . . . , n + m + 1. Then by definition of F we have that X =⋃i=1,...,n+m+1 Vi .
(2) ⇒ (1) Obvious.
(2) ⇒ (3) Clearly, X is a C-space. The implication (2) ⇒ (1), Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 yield that X also satisfies
condition K .
(3) ⇒ (2) This can be proved analogously to the implication (1) ⇒ (2). 
Compare Theorem 3.2 together with the following theorem with Theorems 0.7 and 1.10; these theorems show how
the different notions of C-spaces lie in between the w.i.d.-types and the c.d.-types of spaces.
3.9. Theorem. Every space having large transfinite dimension is a finite C-space.
Proof. Apply Theorems 0.7, 3.5 and 3.8. 
In the original paper we asked whether every S-w.i.d. space is a finite C-space. This question is answered in the
negative by the counterexample recently produced in [5] which is compact metric.
Theorem 3.8 yields the following problem:
3.10. Question. Are the following conditions equivalent?
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(2) for every sequence of finite open covers Ui , i = 1,2, . . . , there exist disjoint open families Vi , i = 1,2, . . . , such
that X =⋃i=1,2,... Vi and Vi < Ui for each i = 1,2, . . . .
Observe that condition (2) of the above question lies in between C and A-w.i.d.
4. Transfinite classification of finite C-spaces
Both for finite C-spaces and for finite C-Ha spaces we can define ordinal valued dimension functions. For this we
use the ordinal number Ord defined in [3], where it was used to give a transfinite function for S-w.i.d. spaces. In the
case of finite C-spaces we obtain a transfinite extension of the covering dimension dim, while in the case of finite
C-Ha spaces we arrive at an extension of the metric dimension, μdim(X,d).
Let L be an arbitrary set. By FinL we shall denote the collection of all finite non-empty sequences of elements
of L. Let M be a subset of FinL. For σ ∈ {∅} ∪ FinL we put Mσ = {τ ∈ FinL: σ ∪ τ ∈ M and σ ∩ τ = ∅}. Ma
abbreviates M{a} for every a ∈ L.
4.1. Definition. Define the ordinal number OrdM inductively as follows
OrdM = 0 iff M = ∅,
OrdM  α iff OrdMa < α for every a ∈ L.
The proof of the following easy result is left as an exercise to the reader.
4.2. Lemma. Let L be a set and let M , N ⊂ FinL. Then
(1) if σ, τ ∈ FinL and σ ∩ τ = ∅ then (Mσ )τ = Mσ∪τ .
(2) if N ⊂ M and OrdM exists then OrdN exists and OrdN OrdM .
We need the following lemmas proved in [3] to use Ord effectively in the realm of transfinite dimension functions.
4.3. Lemma. Let L be a set and let M be a subset of FinL. In addition, let n be finite. Then OrdM  n iff |σ | n for
every σ ∈ M .
We call a subset M of FinL inclusive if for every σ,σ ′ ∈ FinL such that σ ∈ M and σ ′ ⊂ σ also σ ′ ∈ M .
4.4. Lemma. Let L be a set and let M be an inclusive subset of FinL. Then OrdM exists iff there is no sequence
{ai}i=1,2,... of distinct elements of L such that {ai}i=1,...,n ∈ M for each n. 
We start with the definition of the dimension function dimC X for finite C spaces X. For this we let for a space X,
K(X) = {U: U is a finite open cover of X}. For arbitrary K ⊂ K(X) we let in addition
MK =
{
{Ui}i=1,...,n ∈ FinK: there exist no open disjoint families Vi , i = 1, . . . , n,
such that Vi < Ui and X =
⋃
i=1,...,n
Vi
}
.
We also need the following proposition, cf. [1, Proposition 2.12].
4.5. Proposition. A space X satisfies dimX < n iff for every sequence of finite open covers {Ui}i=1,...,n there exist
open disjoint families Vi , i = 1, . . . , n, such that Vi < Ui and X =⋃ Vi .i=1,...,n
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provided by Ostrand’s proposition [7, 3.2.4] and the necessity is proved.
For the sufficiency let U be a finite open cover. Simply set Ui = U for each i. The cover V = {V : V ∈ Vi , i =
1, . . . , n} is a refinement of order  n. 
4.6. Theorem. Let X be a space and n be finite. Then OrdMK(X)  n iff dimX  n.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, OrdMK(X)  n iff for every σ ∈ MK(X) we have |σ | n. Since according to Proposition 4.5
we have also dimX  n iff for every σ ∈ MK(X) we have |σ | n, we are done. 
We can now define a transfinite extension of the covering dimension, dim.
4.7. Definition. For a space X we set dimC X = OrdMK(X).
4.8. Theorem. For a space X dimC X exists iff X is a finite C-space.
Proof. dimC X exists iff OrdMK(X) exists iff (Lemma 4.4) there is no sequence {Ui}i=1,2,... in K(X) such that
{Ui}i=1,...,n ∈ MK(X) for each n = 1,2, . . . iff for each sequence {Ui}i=1,2,... in K(X) there is some n such that
{Ui}i=1,...,n /∈ MK(X) iff for each sequence {Ui}i=1,2,... in K(X) there exist open disjoint families Vi , i = 1, . . . , n,
such that Vi < Ui and X =⋃i=1,...,n Vi iff X is a finite C-space. 
In [3] a similar transfinite extension of the covering dimension was defined which classifies all S-w.i.d. spaces. If
X is a space, then L(X) = {(A,B): A,B ⊂ X, closed,disjoint}, and for arbitrary subcollection L ⊂ L(X) we define
ML =
{{
(Ai,Bi)
}
i=1,...,n ∈ FinL: there exist no open sets Oi, i = 1, . . . , n, such that
Ai ⊂ Oi ⊂ O¯i ⊂ X − Bi and
⋂
i=1,...,n
FrOi = ∅
}
.
By [7, 3.2.6] and using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.6 one obtains that OrdML(X)  n iff
dimX  n. Consequently, we see that dimw X = OrdML(X) is also a transfinite extension of the covering dimen-
sion, dim. Moreover, using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.8 it was shown in [3] that dimw X exists
iff X is S-w.i.d. In the same paper an extensive study was made of dimw X. It is a natural question to ask whether both
extensions of dim coincide. We will show below that dimw X  dimC X.
4.9. Lemma. Let {(Ai,Bi)}i=1,...,n be a family of pairs of disjoint closed sets and let Ui = {X − Ai,X − Bi}
for i = 1, . . . , n. Note that each Ui covers X. If there exist disjoint open families Vi , i = 1, . . . , n, such that
Vi < Ui and X =⋃i=1,...,n Vi , then there exist open sets Oi , i = 1, . . . , n, such that Ai ⊂ Oi ⊂ O¯i ⊂ X − Bi and⋂
i=1,...,n FrOi = ∅.
Proof. Let Vi , i = 1, . . . , n, be disjoint open families in X such that Vi < Ui and X =⋃i=1,...,n Vi . Let Vi =⋃{V ∈
Vi : V ∩ Ai = ∅} and Wi =⋃{W ∈ Vi : W ∩ Ai = ∅}. Observe that Vi ∩ Ai = ∅, Wi ∩ Bi = ∅, Vi ∩ Wi = ∅ and
X =⋃i=1,...,n(Vi ∪ Wi).
For each i, we can find an open sets Oi in X such that Ai ⊂ Oi ⊂ O¯i ⊂ X − Bi and also Wi ⊂ Oi ⊂ O¯i ⊂
X − Vi . Then FrOi ⊂ X − (Vi ∪ Wi). We may conclude our proof by observing ∅ = X −⋃i=1,...,n(Vi ∪ Wi) ⊃⋂
i=1,...,n FrOi . 
4.10. Lemma. [3, Lemma 2.1.6] Let f :L → L′ be a function from a set L to a set L′ and let M ⊂ FinL and
M ′ ⊂ FinL′ be such that for every σ ∈ M we have f (σ ) ∈ M and |σ | = |σ ′|. Then OrdM OrdM ′.
4.11. Theorem. For every space X we have dimw X  dimC X.
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ditions of Lemma 4.10 w.r.t. ML(X) and MK(X). For if σ ∈ ML(X) then one readily sees that according to Lemma 4.9
also f (σ ) ∈ MK(X). 
Recently, in [5], compact metric subspaces Xα of Smirnov’s spaces Sα are constructed such that dimC Xα = α and
dimw Xα = ωo. So we see that the difference between both extensions of dim can be arbitrary high.
According to a result of R. Pol [14] all these compacta can be embedded in a weakly infinite-dimensional com-
pactum Eω0 . The space Eω0 is clearly no finite C-space.
Since dimw X  IndX it is natural that we asked in the original paper whether dimC X  IndX for every space X.
T. Radul [15] has proven that dimC  h(Ind) for an ordinal function h. This result is recently strengthened to dimC 
Ind in [4].
5. Transfinite metric dimension
In this section we want to apply the method of generating a dimension function presented in Section 4 to spaces
which are finite C-Ha. We will prove that we obtain in that case a transfinite extension of metric dimension. Let us
start by giving the definition of the metric dimension of a metric space (X,d) as done in [7].
5.1. Definition. A metric space X satisfies μdim(X,d)  n when for every positive number ε there exists an open
cover U of order n + 1 such that mesh(U) < ε.
We need the following analogue of Proposition 4.5.
5.2. Proposition. A space X satisfies μdim(X,d) < n iff for every positive number ε there exist open disjoint families
Vi , i = 1, . . . , n, such that mesh(Vi ) < ε and X =⋃i=1,...,n Vi .
Proof. Since without loss off generality we may assume that U is locally finite, we can apply the proof of Proposition
4.5. 
Let us define the following collection for a metric space (X,d).
M(X,d) =
{
σ ∈ FinN: there exist no disjoint open families Vi for i ∈ σ
such that X =
⋃
i∈σ
Vi and mesh(Vi ) < 1/i
}
.
5.3. Theorem. Let (X,d) be a metric space with μdim(X,d) < ∞. Then μdim(X,d) = OrdM(X,d).
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, OrdM(X,d) n iff for each σ ∈ M(X,d) we have |σ | n. It is easy to verify that according
to Proposition 5.2 we have also μdim(X,d) n iff for every σ ∈ M(X,d) we have |σ | n. 
We can now define a transfinite extension of the metric dimension.
5.4. Definition. For a metric space (X,d) we set μdim(X,d) = OrdM(X,d).
5.5. Theorem. A space X is finite C-Ha iff for some admissible metric d on X we have μdim(X,d) exists.
Proof. The reader can easily verify this by following the same procedure as done in the proof of Theorem 4.8. 
5.6. Question. In finite dimension theory the following relation between μdim(X,d) and dimX exists for metric
spaces (X,d) (cf. [7, Problem 1.6.D(1978)/1.6.F(1995)]): μdim(X,d)  dimX  2μdim(X,d). Can this result be
extended to transfinite values?
674 P. Borst / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 665–6745.7. Theorem. Let (X,d) be a metric space. Then μdim(X,d) dimC X.
Proof. We again use Lemma 4.10. Define f :N→ K(X) by assigning to each i ∈ N a cover f (i) = Ui such that
Ui = Uj for i = j and mesh(Ui ) 1/i. Clearly f satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.10 w.r.t. M(X,d) and MK(X).
Consequently, μdim(X,d) = OrdM(X,d)OrdMK(X) = dimC X. 
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